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MESSAGE FROM THE CEO

LARRY ALDERFER
Each quarter in The Shield, I want to highlight and remark on
some of USCS’ new activities and efforts throughout the year.
However, in this second quarter of 2020, it’s most important
to simply dedicate this column to all the issues surrounding
this nation’s COVID-19 pandemic.
Our customers have worked tirelessly throughout this
crisis to protect and provide access to food for foodservice
operators, grocery retailers and ultimately, our communities.
Broadly speaking, the entire food chain has played an
essential role in ensuring a safe and reliable food supply. I’m
particularly proud that our collective efforts helped keep our
nation’s grocery shelves stay stocked and provided comfort
to our friends and families during this time of need.
As a 21-year member of the US Cold Crew, I also want to say
how proud I am of our entire USCS family and Cold Crew.
Although we’ve had our own challenges, we have persevered
and supported each other in every way possible. Moreover,
we continue to stay positive and serve our customers during
this unprecedented time—as one cold chain, one USCS
and one Crew.
With a moment to reflect here, it has indeed been a difficult
time. However, it also has been rewarding on many levels. I
think of three examples that involve …

… collaborating with customers: We appreciate
our customers and they’ve been great throughout
this period. When we’ve had changes with
inventory volumes and COVID-19 related
interruptions, they’ve worked side by side with us
and offered creative solutions. As a result, we’ve
been able to manage extreme volume shifts.
Together, we’ve implemented ideas such as more
flexible appointments, reduced case-picking
(to allow for greater overall volume) and the
prioritizing of certain outbound products, loads
and shipping times. All of these efforts matter and
I want to thank customers for their
patience and consideration.
… partnering with others: I want to acknowledge
our industry’s Global Cold Chain Alliance (GCCA)
and leaders there such as Megan Costello, Chief
Operating Officer and interim CEO; and Lowell
Randel, Vice President of Government and Legal
Affairs. These executives and their staff members
have provided tremendous support in connecting
us, for example, with the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) to provide a
large quantity of masks for our workers. We’ve
also been coordinating with the White House
Coronavirus Task Force. Meanwhile, of course,
we continue to work closely with local and state
health officials in those states and towns where
we have facilities.
… leading from within: It’s here that I want to
acknowledge the efforts of Lisa Battino, USCS
Vice President of Regulatory Compliance and
Safety. She leads our COVID Response Task Force,
which has looked at every aspect of how best to
protect our people, products and equipment.
They consider every angle—from how to
handle sanitation to adjusting shift schedules to
accommodate overtime and social distancing.
I’ll note that our taskforce remains very active.
We are determined to be on the forefront of reopening requirements as we move into summer
and fall and as customers’ volumes come back.
As you know, every state has a different set of
principles and guidelines to follow and we need to
be prepared to respond to them.
Speaking of those regional and state-to-state
differences, I want to thank our Regional Senior
Vice Presidents George Cruz, Rod Noll, David
Butterfield and Steve Cunningham for their
respective area leadership. Corporately, too,
we haven’t missed a beat thanks to Senior Vice
President of Human Resources Michelle Grimes
and her team. I’m also impressed by the work of
our analysts who—throughout this time—still can

create dashboard analytics and help us with timely
data-driven decision making.
I’d also note that during this incredibly busy time,
we opened a new dedicated distribution center
near Richmond, VA. I want to thank Matt Toogood
and his team for their hard work with the opening.
Likewise, I want to thank all the USCS Road
Warriors who traveled there—as well as to other
locations—every week during this spring. Not only
were these employees willing to go and share their
expertise, but I recognize their willingness to travel
and their dedication to USCS.
It’s definitely a new world. We certainly are
learning that we can do more with WebEx and
virtual team meetings. And perhaps in the future,
we’ll refine some of our travel. Even so, I think of
this company as an extended family and there
has to be a middle ground. As family, we do
need to see each other and in the future we will
go back to gathering for activities ranging from
USCS University to our summits where certain
disciplines—such as Operations, Logistics or
Human Resources—gather to brainstorm and
share best practices.
Meanwhile, I’d add that USCS enjoys the full
support from our parent, The Swire Group. The
message from our Chairman Barnaby Swire and
CEO Merlin Swire is to “take care of your people
and then your business.” This company has been
around since 1816 and been through tough
times. Yet they are in great shape financially and
continue to be very supportive of us. We are not
going anywhere.
I do think we’ll soon see light at the end of the
tunnel. We already are starting to see some
foodservice volume moving again and I hope
we will have something of a normal summer.
Likewise, we’re preparing for fall and are ready to
discuss our customers’ planning needs.
Of course, this fall and winter could bring a
COVID-19 resurgence. However, I’m quite proud
of how we’ve already come through the initial
wave of the COVID-19 pandemic. Thanks to our
incredible Cold Crew members and customers—
we’re still standing.

Larry Alderfer
CEO
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INDUSTRY

RELATED
REAL INSIGHTS — IN REAL TIME
USCS endorses ColdVision in-transit
temperature recorders with real-time
data capabilities.
Right or wrong the common phrase used to be, “what
you don’t know—can’t hurt you.” Yet talk to anyone in
perishable logistics or quality control and they would
not agree. They will tell you anywhere or any time
there’s a gap in knowledge, an inability to see what’s
truly happening—there’s increased risk and likelihood
for failure.
Emerging technologies now provide real-time data
and actionable insights in many areas of temperaturecontrolled warehousing and transportation. However,
in-transit product temperature monitoring has
remained a sector ripe for change.
That’s because in-transit temperature tracking
technologies have remained passive. Typical recorders
simply capture in-transit conditions and officials
typically do not access that information until data can
be downloaded—ranging from several hours to as
many as one or two days afterward. Considering that
a product changes hands multiple times en route to
a final store destination—it’s often near impossible to
pinpoint where product damage may have occurred if
exposed too long in heated conditions.
When USCS learned about a new temp recorder
technology that communicates product information—
in real time—company officials recognized it as a
step change. In 2018, USCS started working with
NanoThings Inc., a New York, NY, firm whose patentpending NanoTags have a powerful processor, bidirectional communication capabilities, the most
memory of any data logger, and the longest active
battery life.
USCS put those qualities to a national test in a 2019
pilot program with Seattle’s Trident Seafoods, a
national seafood processor. Successful results then
led USCS to form a partnership with NanoThings
for exclusive US marketing rights to the end-to-end
program, now known as ColdVisionTM with ColdTagTM
temperature recorders.
“We see ColdVision as different, very informative and
changing the paradigm. It tracks product conditions
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No Reverse Logistics
Other “technologies” require removal and
return at each change in custody. The ColdTag is
designed to live on your product across the entire
supply chain. When it reaches its end destination,
it can be recycled or safely disposed of.
Environmentally Friendly
ColdTags are made of recyclable, nontoxic
materials (and less of them), which makes them
the most environmentally friendly active sensor in
the world.
FSMA Compliance
ColdTags provide unlimited secure cloud storage
to ensure data is available whenever it’s needed.
Blockchain Level Control
ColdVision guarantees visibility (quality control
data) on every single load, plain and simple.
Reduce Waste
ColdVision empowers you to quickly identify
and address supply chain bottlenecks. Get the
analytics you need to track improvements over
time.
End-to-End Visibility
Your product will be visible to you when delivered
to your consignee, where you can see if there are
any issues at that end.

in real time and temperature—instead of just
temperature,” says Sam Spicher, USCS Vice PresidentBusiness Development West and a 42-year veteran in
public refrigerated warehousing since 1978.
He continues, “Over the years, there’s been a
proliferation of temperature monitoring devices in the
market and USCS has worked with all of them. Yet we
found that most of the current solutions are antiquated
with minimal functionality and/or prohibitively
expensive. Most of them lack end-to-end supply chain
visibility and provide little value for upstream and
downstream supply chain players. Finally, we also
found the inventory management and labor associated
with them was becoming increasingly challenging
at site level.”

How it Works
Made in Austria, the 3.5-inch by 3.5-inch ColdTag is a
thinner than a quarter and has a peel-away adhesive
backing that applies to the stretch-wrap on the
outside of a pallet. To participate, food manufacturershippers simply pay a monthly subscription fee, which
covers costs of recorders (that are price competitive
or less expensive than others), data collection device
installations and management.
Manufacturers apply the first ColdTag at their own
manufacturing site—with a recorder attached to
the outside of a pallet or attached to a box inside
the pallet—in a full truckload to a USCS forward
distribution center. As USCS employees prepare
subsequent less-than-truckload orders, they apply a
new ColdTag on one pallet of each order involving the
end-customer receiver.
“Our vision is to see the ColdTag applied at all steps
in the cold chain, from production to consumption,
via the USCS network,” says Spicher. “This includes
transportation from the originating production site
to our forward distribution center; and from our
warehouse to a receiving customer’s distribution
center. Last but not least, a new tag also would be
applied from that receiver’s distribution center en
route via direct-store-delivery trucks to the end store.
A ColdTag is applied at the start of each move and can
be tracked at each stop.”
Interestingly, receiving dock personnel don’t need
to remove ColdTags, which in fact, may later be
recycled with shrink wrap. In fact, use of recyclable
materials (and less of them) makes ColdTag the most
environmentally friendly active sensor in the world.

Spicher says all participating distribution center
locations would have an integrated ColdTag “gateway”
device installed in an office, or on the roof, to receive
data through a ColdVision Cloud. This gateway is a
portal that starts receiving data when the truck enters
the “geo fence” of the facility—up to 10 miles away.
At that point, all stakeholders of the product can start
seeing temperature and time events—such as when
the truck arrives, when the truck doors open, the
unloading process, and the put-away process. Thus,
if there is a temperature issue anywhere along this
process, it can be seen in real time, and addressed at
that time.
“Our industry is demanding more temperature
monitoring and USCS found that this could be an
affordable alternative to archaic solutions in the
marketplace,” says Spicher. “Whenever there is a
temperature issue that could result in a claim, it starts
a battle of conflicting and hard-to-prove statements.
Our goal is to change the paradigm and this new
technology combines temperature tracking with realtime data solutions.”

Want to Learn More?
Contact: Sam Spicher
Vice President-Business
Development West
16825 NW Sandelie Court
Beaverton, OR 97006
Mobile: (503) 747-9371
sspicher@uscold.com
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WHAT’S

NEW

USCS’ Regional Strength
Although USCS Richmond is not a company-owned
location, it does join USCS’ bustling Northeast region.
For the record, USCS also has five additional sites
in nearby Harrisonburg, VA; as well as Lumberton,
Marshfield and Warsaw, NC; and Milford, DE.

WELCOME TO THE FAMILY
Richmond, VA, site joins USCS national network;
connects USCS and Mexico’s Sigma Alimentos.

“As a dedicated facility—and one that we do not
own—you wouldn’t say that Richmond is a ‘traditional
warehouse’ for us,” notes Tim Herm, USCS Area
Director-Northeast Region. “However, we now consider
all the staff as USCS Cold Crew and this expands
our brand into another market within Virginia. Most
importantly, we’re
pleased to add value
to our relationship
with Sigma US, who
continues to grow with
USCS both here and
in Texas.”

When two companies have had a healthy, daily
business partnership since the 1990s, it’s not surprising
to say they work well together—almost like family.
And here’s a case where USCS and Mexico’s Sigma
Alimentos (Sigma) are strengthening those familial
bonds with a new dedicated facility now known as USCS
Richmond, VA.
Here’s a quick look at history and the “family tree.”
Mexican meat processor Sigma (part of the larger
multinational Alfa Group) had been using USCS Texas
sites in Laredo and the DFW Metroplex to import
products since the 1990s.
Separately, USCS had been storing and distributing
processed meats in Arlington, TX, since about 2000
for Bar-S Foods, a meat processor based in Phoenix.
Interestingly enough, Sigma purchased Bar-S in 2010
and established the business—now known as Sigma
US—as its US home office for further investment
and organization.
Later, it was in 2015 that Alfa and Sigma purchased
Spain’s Campofrio Food Group (Sigma Europe) meat
business including a US processing plant (known as
Sigma US European Brands) in South Chesterfield, VA,
with a nearby distribution warehouse in Prince George,
VA. Both operations are less than an hour south of
Richmond, VA.
This year saw Sigma US decide to close its own Elk City,
OK, distribution center as part of a logistics optimization
plan. It includes transitioning all distribution activities
to USCS’ Denton, TX, site this fall. Likewise, Sigma US
officials asked USCS to consider operating the Prince
George warehouse as a dedicated location to Sigma US
European Brands, which processes meats for US retail,
foodservice and in-store deli channels.
“We were pleased to say ‘yes’ and work even more
closely with Sigma,” says George Cruz, Senior Vice
President, Southern Region. “They are a great partner
and our relationship continues to grow. USCS is poised
to continue to support Sigma US in their future
US growth.”
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Jim Kline is Sigma US Vice President of Supply Chain.
“Sigma has enjoyed a long and well-established
relationship with USCS,” he adds. “Now, we are excited
to expand this relationship and take advantage of
USCS’ network and operational excellence. We have
developed a strong, long-term strategic vision for our
supply chain with the help and support of USCS. We
appreciate the partnership that’s developed between
our companies and look forward to USCS being an
integral part of our company and our success.”
Meet USCS Richmond
USCS took over Prince George, VA, operations on
February 24, 2020, and immediately welcomed the site’s
22 employees there as new Cold Crew members under
General Manager Matt Toogood. Now known as USCS
Richmond, the 18-year-old facility spans 144,000 square
feet (2.1 million cubic feet) with four main rooms (one
freezer, two refrigerated and one dry). Rooms vary
in temperature from 0F to 40F and they house 6,000
pallet positions as well as a pick tunnel for case-pick
operations. There are two temperature-controlled
docks with 15 doors.
Each day, USCS Richmond receives, stores and ships
processed meats from the Fiorucci Foods’ factory

located about 15 miles away. Those
products are distributed nationwide
to customers across all channels.
“Since the first day we have
challenged our team to think about
what our warehouse environment
will be like in five years for a future
new hire, and how we each play a role in creating that
culture,” says Toogood. “We have emphasized that long
term success is created by consistently sowing the right
things into our environment over time. During the first
week the team made individual lists of the top 20 things
that were important to them in the workplace. We took
those words and created a word cloud, with the most
common themes being the largest words. We hung that
plaque near our time clock as a daily reminder.”
Toogood adds, “It’s been incredible to see our team
develop. It started from simply names on a page during
the interview process to orientation and training, and
now we’re fully integrated and operating the building,
complete with our own warehouse management
system. The support from our USCS Road Warriors and
regional teams—even in the midst of a pandemic—is a
true testament as to why we are the Best in Cold.”

USCS - RICHMOND
THE SHIELD Q2 2020
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EMPLOYEE HIGHLIGHT

ALONZO
FLORES JR.

Anyone with a peek into the early life of Alonzo Flores
Jr. would know he’s a hard worker, passionate about
people and business as well.
Even while attending high school, this Laredo,
TX, native held responsible, part-time jobs at Target
(cash counter, cashier, guest service). He also
worked while completing his bachelor’s in business
administration from the University of Texas at San
Antonio. He held internships at USAA as a banking
representative and later, as a brokerage firm’s
administrative assistant.

FROM TACTICS TO

AT A GLANCE
Work History
April 2020: Assistant Manager, USCS Laredo Plant 1
May 2012: Operations Manager, USCS Laredo Plant 3
Aug. 2007: Management Trainee, USCS Laredo Plant 3
Aug. 2006-May 2007: Administrative Assistant, Financial
Network (brokerage firm)
Education
2004-2007: Bachelor’s Business
Administration, University of Texas
at San Antonio

		
Alonzo Flores Jr.
		Assistant Manager
		
USCS Laredo (TX) Plant 1

So when Flores earned his degree in 2007, it wasn’t so
much a matter of if he’d find a job—but just where.
And thankfully, Flores chose United States Cold
Storage even though it’s something of a funny story.

And just as important as knowing the practices and processes
of cold storage, perhaps what most distinguishes Flores is how
much of himself he puts into
his work.

“I was about to graduate from college and I saw a job
opening on CareerBuilder.com for a ‘Management
Trainee’ at a cold storage facility,” he says. “I honestly
didn’t know what a cold storage was, but wanted to
find out more about the job. Never did I ever stop to
think about a cold storage becoming my career.”

“I am a person who is willing to offer support towards
others. At the end of the day, we are all working with one
goal in mind: to service our customers’ needs,” he says. “I
am interested in seeing personal growth as well as company
growth. The thing I like most about my job is the interaction
with other employees and customers. I like helping customers,
problem solving, and learning new things every day.”

Thirteen years and two promotions later, Flores most
recently was named Assistant Manager for one of
USCS’s newest operations, billed as Laredo Plant 1
and strategically located between Laredo’s two most
important and busiest bridge crossings with Mexico:
the World Trade Bridge and the Columbia Bridge.
For the record, Laredo Plant 1 serves the import/
export perishable trade. Opened in fall 2018, the new
location’s Phase 1 building spans 7 million cubic feet
with five fully racked storage rooms with convertible
temperatures varying from +50F to -10F. An enclosed,
refrigerated dock boasts 25 doors and is designed at
a width of 80 feet to accommodate inspections and
border crossing activity.
“With the exception of engineering, I worked in every
department in the Laredo 3 warehouse after I started
with the company,” says Flores. “That experience gave
me a full understanding of the whole operation.”
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That attitude hasn’t been lost on USCS managers, including
George Cruz, Senior Vice President, Southern Region.
“Alonzo has contributed extensively in both the administration
and warehouse operations departments at Plant 3 and most
recently at our new plant in Laredo where he relocated to in
December 2018,” notes Cruz. “I am very excited for Alonzo on
his well-deserved promotion.”
And now it looks indeed as though Flores not only found his
first job at USCS, but a lifelong career.
“I tell friends, family, and employees that US Cold is a great
company to work for,” he says. “This is a family-oriented
place of employment with great benefits. “United States Cold
Storage takes great care of its employees. I’d advise new team
members to learn as much as you can, listen to our customers’
needs, heed your co-workers’ advice and never shut yourself
off from learning.”

TRANSFORMATION
USCS’ Continuous Improvement Team efforts help realize $3.3
million in savings; pioneer future efforts.
There’s a saying that some stories or ideas can take on a life of
their own. This is the story of how USCS created a Continuous
Improvement Team (CIT) for tactical reasons—and over time,
that team and its purpose have created
transformational results.
CIT Manager Andrew Pavlicin says it was just more than 10
years ago, in 2009, when USCS created a formal CIT group. The
company wanted to ensure sites were using USCS’ in-house
warehouse management system (WMS) to its full potential and
it assigned team members to conduct operational assessments
and provide site-level support and training.
From 2009 until roughly 2015, CIT representatives also were
“boots on the ground” at a new facility start-up or acquisition.
These employees provided training and served as acting
supervisors to help local site managers. In other times, when
on-site support was not required, CIT representatives would
(1) organize and execute USCS University, (2) create training
materials for WMS and other applications, (3) lead bi-annual
Taskmaster User Group meetings (TUG), and prioritize “Help
Ticket” and process enhancement projects.
“During this period, our operational assessments drove system
usage and training to a point where site-level support could be
handled by the regions themselves or by USCS ‘Road Warriors,’”
notes Pavlicin. “This allowed our team to shift its focus to more
tradition continuous improvement efforts—all while keeping
up with operational assessments.”
Big Ideas, Results
CIT members began focusing on site-level improvement
projects that had potential to address waste identified within
a single warehouse. These projects were subsequently
documented and considered for their potential to help
multiple sites.
New CIT projects varied and ranged from the simple removal
of case count on outbound checking—all the way to the
research, development, and deployment of a semi-automated
layer picking system. Not surprisingly, as these projects began
to build traction, officials decided start tracking cost savings
initiatives at each site. Target savings goals established for
each site were provided at the beginning on 2019 and the CI
team was responsible for tracking, vetting, and reporting the
success of savings efforts.
Last year, the company was able to report more than $3.3
million saved across the network, Pavlicin reports. Some
examples of the projects included…
… out-bound case count removal on loading,
… location barcode encryption,
… dock lighting conversion to LED,

… custom case labeling, and
… restructured training programs.
“Now in 2020, the continuous improvement team continues to grow
at the Camden office,” notes Pavlicin. “Our group is becoming more
involved in large-scale initiatives driven across the entire network.”
CIT members are helping to analyze, cost justify and even implement
large projects such as semi-automatic layer picking programs and
voice-driven picking technology solutions.
“It helps that our CIT members can use their relationships, which
were built over so many previous years with site-level support,” says
CIT Supervisor Jim McKelvie. “That helps us clear obstacles or any
barriers standing in the way of successful projects.”
Forward—to the Future!
As USCS also prepares for its Phenix system rollout, CIT also
partners with the eWM group to run operational assessments
congruent with system gap analysis. In this instance, CIT members
not only perform their traditional on-floor assessments but they also
can help find gaps between current operations and completed
eWM programming.
“In addition to these new and exciting tasks, CIT has and will
continue to provide training materials through USCS University as
well as TUG. Moreover, our team literally is growing and adding
analysts for more small- and large-scale projects,”
Pavlicin concludes.
And he adds, “It’s also noteworthy that CIT has helped develop some
of our company’s leaders—and we’re proud of that.”

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT TEAM STRUCTURE
Corporate Office:
Manager- Andrew Pavlicin
Supervisor- Jim McKelvie
Analysts- Tommy Quinn and Pedro Romero
Regional Analysts:
Northeast- Chris Kirk
Mid-Atlantic- Mark Lineweaver
South- Chris King (Manager), Jason Wright, Saul Ortiz
Midwest- Alex Sechtig (Manager)
West- Tamara Palefsky (Manager) and Andre ‘Dre’ Silverio

ROLL CALL!
Managers who have spent a portion of their career in
continuous improvement:
Robert Hernandez – Turlock Area Manager
DJ Harlan – Turlock, General Manager
Joseph Stephens – Denton, Operations Manager
Donna Buck – EWM Business Analyst
Eddie Salinas – Minooka, Superintendent
Mitch Harper – Quakertown West, General Manager
Anne Marie Kane – Quakertown East, General Manager
Tammy Palefsky – CIT Manager
Eric Orozco – Tulare, General Manager
Rich Downs – Product Owner
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INFORMATION

TECHNOLOGY
CLEAR, CONSTANT
COMMUNICATION
There are two ways to think about
“downtime.” On a personal level it can mean
well-deserved rest and relaxation. Yet on a
professional level, this phrase indicates that
there’s a problem. People and productivity
have stopped and something’s gone wrong.
Eliminating downtime is an ever-present goal
for USCS’ Information Technology Group.
Mike Nassar, Infrastructure and DevOps
Manager, says one improvement program
involves USCS’ nationwide use of a Software
Defined Wide Area Network (SD-WAN). The
objective is to simplify the management and
operation of multiple WAN connections and
technologies so that they may be used at the
same time, with real-time decision making.
“The SD-WAN is a huge benefit to the USCS
operations; and therefore good for both the
employees and the customers,” says Nassar.
“No one wants to hear that a warehouse
is down. It means you have customers
wondering where loads are and people
standing around because of network issues.

The SD-WAN uses a number of automated fail-over
features that will reconnect to the USCS network
should it see a transport circuit go down, or have
some kind of issue.”
How it Works
Like most big companies, USCS uses multiple
multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) network
circuits to connect warehouses. These services
are more expensive than standard home internet
and network system speed often is sub-optimal.
For the record, USCS also has secondary internet
connections, and cellular backups, so if the MPLS
fails for some reason, warehouses can continue
to operate.
These circuited networks also have flaws.
Sometimes the switching of those transport circuits
does not always go as smoothly as planned, and
in most cases it takes manual intervention. It also
means paying for these additional connections, of
which many stay unused until there is a problem.

on a much larger scale with more connections.
Moreover, the system even facilitates specialized
internet networks used for communication
between warehouses. Last but not least, a SD-WAN
platform lets USCS simultaneously use multiple
connections so one download doesn’t slow
everyone else down.

are a few warehouses that already have SDWAN connections and after installation, our
personnel notice an immediate improvement
just by being able to use all the transport
circuits available to them. We plan to only
improve that experience as we continue the
project.”

The SD-WAN allows all of these transport circuits
to be used together all the time, so nothing is
wasted. It also doesn’t need the MPLS in order to
talk to other locations securely. This generates
money savings for USCS and also provides more
“bandwidth” for all operations.

Nassar says USCS’ goal in 2021 is to provide the
warehouses with 99.9% Network circuit uptime
and enough bandwidth to accommodate
automation and other critical systems without
impacting user experience on the network. He
says the ultimate goal is that if a warehouse
has a network circuit issue, the SD-WAN has
corrected it before someone could even pick up
the phone to report it.

Can You Hear Me Now? Looking Ahead
The SD-WAN eventually will replace USCS’
MPLS network.
“We are currently rolling out equipment to
the warehouses to begin the process of
bringing them into the full SD-WAN
experience,” says Nassar. “There

Now think about your home internet connection
and your cell phone. If your home internet went
down, you could move your laptop and access the
“hot spot” connected with your cell phone. SDWAN allows USCS to switch from one connection
to the other—without intervention—and to do it

USCS’ goal in 2021 is to provide the warehouses with 99.9% network
circuit uptime and enough bandwidth to accommodate automation
and other critical systems—all without impacting network user
experience. The goal is that if a warehouse has a network circuit
issue, the SD-WAN will have corrected it quickly and even before
someone could even pick up the phone to report it.
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LOGISTICS &

TRANSPORTATION

MARCH MADNESS
WEEK OF MARCH 9TH
• California starts to close schools and declares shelter-inplace order for San Francisco and bay-area residents.
• By the end of the week, schools in Pennsylvania, Illinois,
Georgia and California all were beginning to close.

WEEK OF MARCH 16TH
• Shelter in place declared for Illinois, Pennsylvania and
California. USCS directs Logistics employees to home offices
in Pennsylvania, Illinois and Georgia.
• Texas and California Logistics personnel still able to remain
within warehouse offices at social distancing limits.
• Customer volumes start ramping up to all retail grocers due
to consumer hoarding purchases.

WEEK OF MARCH 23RD
• Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA)
waives of Hours of Service rules. This could have
negatively impacted USCS and customers if carriers
moved away from USCS freight to other freight that
qualified under the FCCSA guideline. Fortunately, this did
not happen. USCS’ carriers remain very loyal throughout
this crisis.

WEEK OF MARCH 30TH
• Many foodservice consignees start to refuse and cancel
orders due to lack of business. This was a direct impact of
shelter-in-place orders and limited restaurant
activity nationwide.

• Many customers start experiencing volumes three to four
times greater than normal.

KEEP ‘EM MOVING!
A journal of March 2020 COVID-19 pandemic
events, USCS actions.
They say when the going gets tough, the tough get
going—even from home.
Of course, that “at-home” reference isn’t part of the
well-known phrase. Yet, it quickly became a reality
and a new normal starting in March when state
governments issued public shelter-at-home mandates
to “flatten the curve” of COVID-19 virus infections.
Although these guidelines effectively kept people in
place, the hard truth is that products, particularly
consumer packaged goods, cannot stop moving. To
avoid an even bigger crisis—on top of so much public
unease—foods, beverages and other household items
must reach grocery store shelves in a timely fashion. It’s
meant USCS employees have played critical behind-thescenes roles in keeping customers’ goods flowing.
While some USCS Cold Crew members serve on
the front lines in the warehouse, members of USCS
Logistics Group quickly had to disassemble, leave
their offices and quickly re-adapt at home—all while
not missing a beat to help direct customers’ inventory
moves. Like it or not, this became the new normal
starting in mid-March, when large states such as
California, Illinois, Pennsylvania and Georgia issued
some of the first shelter-at-home orders.
“The Logistics leadership team made the decision to
move employees to work from home very quickly.
This was not an easy decision as this is something
many of our coordinators and associates have never
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done before,” notes Mike Carlisle, Director of Logistics
Operations. “All employees were on board and very
willing to do whatever it took to continue to service
United Stated Cold Storage customers.”

coming together to support one another during this
time so we can continue to do what we do best and
help restock those shelves and pantries across
the country.”

are revealed. Weekly calls are happening with our
large asset carriers—as well as brokerages—to discuss
market conditions and any updates throughout
the network.”

He continues, “Our Logistics leaders in all regions have
a daily touchpoint conference call with all employees.
I frequently join these calls and am blown away on
how seamless the transition has been. The rapid
changes in volumes and business has increased
volumes throughout the USCS network. Every logistics
region is working hard to lessen the impact on all Cold
Share Consolidation warehouses. There has been a
tremendous amount of collaboration and team work
between Warehouse Operations and Logistics.”

Carlisle, Snoke and Tom Hrivnak, Logistics Operations
Manager, share examples of how USCS Logistics
personnel have worked non-stop to …

“Most challenges come down to communication,” adds
Wendy Snoke, Director of Logistics Services. “Although
we are not in the office together every day, we are
working hard to ensure strong communication across
all [transportation and logistics] teams. We have daily
and weekly WebEx conference calls—both as a team
and one-on-one—to check in with one another and
keep lines of communication strong.”

“One large customer spent an enormous amount of
its energy with fulfillment, but that left little supply
chain resources available,” Hrivnak notes. “As a result
I briefed them every other day on market conditions
for trucks, drivers, and distribution centers. It was an
information share and in essence we filled their supply
chain void during a time of uncertainty.”

… support retail receivers. One of the biggest
challenges—particularly early in the pandemic—was
that most retail grocery warehouses were full and it
created a “bottleneck” situation. Retailers have not
been able to stock the shelves quickly enough to offset
increased buying. Interestingly, most stores have one or
two loading docks to receive daily deliveries. However,
with the surge of consumer buying, they could need as
many as four docks to keep up. USCS’ Logistics Group
has been working directly with retailers to schedule
appointments and accommodate USCS customers.

She continues, “I am proud to work for a company that
is such an essential part of the food supply chain. Our
supportive leadership team and flexible and adaptable
workforce has allowed for a smooth transition to a
remote work environment without a disruption to
our productivity. Not only that, our teams have really
elevated their game—from the billing team with
stronger than ever carrier payment processing times; to
the analyst team, with innovative dashboards bringing
new and quicker insights to data for proactive decision
making. I am proud of the entire Logistics group for

… support customers. USCS Logistics personnel
remain in constant communication with customers
to update them on transportation market changes.
No matter what, USCS Logistics continues to secure
capacity and service freight in the company’s Cold Share
Consolidation program.

… support carriers. Carlisle notes that USCS Logistics
operates on a rigid route guide. It means that every
week, USCS tenders the same freight to the
same carriers.
“We have worked hard during the last two years to
strengthen and grow partnerships with our carrier
base. This has been done by committing volume on
a weekly basis while the carrier commits to a bid rate
on freight,” notes Carlisle. “I am pleased to say that our
carrier base has performed very well throughout this
crisis. During a time like this is when true partnerships

“I am extremely proud of the Logistics group for how
our members remain ‘present’ on each and every
detail that the operation brings on a daily basis,”
Hrivnak concludes. “With predetermined ownership,
each and every request is handled and followed up
on. Moreover, this group also is on board to assist
our larger company where needed to making this time
much easier to navigate.”
Carlisle adds, “I’m also quite proud of all employees
and leaders in USCS Logistics. Without their flexibility,
hard work, collaboration, and passion to service our
customers this could have been a very bad situation.
The USCS Logistics team is tremendously proud and
thankful for all frontline warehouse workers and
leaders that continue to receive and load the freight
that make this all possible.”
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UPDATE FROM

ENGINEERING
COOL NEW IDEA
USCS uses roof-mounted, transcritical
refrigeration system at new Turlock North.

Pardon the play on words but here’s a cool fact:
when USCS chose to build a dedicated warehouse
in Turlock, CA, to serve Blue Diamond Growers,
company engineers selected an entirely different
refrigeration system than others used at USCS’ 41
other locations.
For the record, Blue Diamond’s diverse product line
not only includes a wide range of almonds (whole,
sliced, diced, etc.) but also ingredients such as almond
powders, flours, and oils. Opened late last fall,
USCS Turlock North receives, stores and ships Blue
Diamond ingredients designated for Blue Diamond’s
own finished products as well as industrial finished
goods. The facility serves as the primary location for
Blue Diamond’s industrial customers—both domestic
and international.

Lastly, Lynch says the Carnot Transcritical CO2
system is proving to be a very sustainable option.
Early energy analysis shows a very low energy
utilization for the system with indications it may
be the most energy efficient refrigeration system
among the various refrigeration systems USCS
currently operates. Because the system utilizes
adiabatic cooling instead of evaporative cooling,
early analysis also shows the system utilizing
about 65% less water consumption.

THE TURLOCK NORTH FACILITY HAS NO ENGINE ROOM.
ALL THE COMPONENTS OF THE COOLING SYSTEM ARE
LOCATED ON THE ROOF OF THE WAREHOUSE.

When Blue Diamond and USCS first discussed a
possible dedicated warehouse, Blue Diamond
officials said they wanted to eliminate any risk of
almond contamination by accidental exposure
to anhydrous ammonia. That request led USCS
Vice President of Engineering Michael Lynch to
consider alternate technologies, including an
ammonia-free technology from Canada’s Carnot
Refrigeration in Trois-Rivieres, Quebec.
Lynch says he knew of Carnot for about seven
years, thanks to his long-time affiliation with the
International Institute of Ammonia
Refrigeration (IIAR).

MIKE LYNCH

VP OF ENGINEERING
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“Over the years, we had considered the system
and were waiting for an ideal application. The new
Turlock project proved to be just that,” says Lynch.
“Once identified, USCS spent six to eight months
conducting our diligence with site visits to other
warehouses operating the Carnot transcritical CO2
system. They included a Henningsen Cold Storage
warehouse in Grandview, WA, and RLS Logistics, in
Burlington, NJ. We also visited Carnot’s factory in
Trois-Rivieres.”

Lynch explains that all refrigerants have a critical
point, which should not be interpreted as “dangerous”
but “difficult.” It relates to distinguishing between
liquid and vapor conditions close to or at this point.
Because refrigerant evaporation occurs below the
critical point, this process is referred to as “subcritical”
which is common in many refrigeration systems, says
Lynch. However, in a transcritical refrigeration system,
parts of the refrigeration cycle occur at or above the
critical point (transcritical), which makes this type of
refrigeration somewhat unique.

Officials note that Carnot refrigeration equipment
fits the specific needs of any given application.
USCS Turlock North offers storage temperature
capacities of -10F to +55F and the system’s
compressors turn on only when certain minimum
or maximum temperatures have been reached.
In operation since last October, Lynch confirms
the Carnot system “was easy to install, easy
start up and is operating as expected.” Where
applicable, he says USCS will consider future
transcritical CO2 systems.

A transcritical refrigeration systems operates at
pressures much higher than a typical subcritical
system but allows the use of CO2 through the entire
refrigeration cycle eliminating the need for
anhydrous ammonia.
Another selling point to USCS is the Carnot system’s
extremely compact design. This allowed it be to be
roof-mounted during installation and it eliminated
the need for an engine room. The transcritical
system also involved lower capital cost compared
to a subcritical CO2 cascade or two-stage ammonia
system (even with the use of the stainless steel piping
throughout the warehouse).
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